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The rupture of the interface joining two materials under frictional contact controls their macro-
scopic sliding. Interface rupture dynamics depend markedly on the mechanical properties of the bulk
materials that bound the frictional interface. When the materials are similar, recent experimental
and theoretical work has shown that shear cracks described by Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
(LEFM) quantitatively describe the rupture of frictional interfaces. When the elastic properties of
the two materials are dissimilar, many new effects take place that result from bimaterial coupling:
the normal stress at the interface is elastodynamically coupled to local slip rates. At low rupture
velocities, bimaterial coupling is not very significant and interface rupture is governed by ‘bimate-
rial cracks’ that are described well by LEFM. As rupture velocities increase, we experimentally and
theoretically show how bimaterial cracks become unstable at a subsonic critical rupture velocity,
cT . When the rupture direction opposes the direction of applied shear in the softer material, we
show that cT is the subsonic limiting velocity. When ruptures propagate in the direction of applied
shear in the softer material, we demonstrate that cT provides an explanation for how and when
slip pulses (new rupture modes characterized by spatially localized slip) are generated. This work
completes the fundamental physical description of how the frictional rupture of bimaterial interfaces
takes place.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional view of friction has been to consider only the centers of mass of sliding bodies in frictional contact.
Starting from the work of Da Vinci [1], Amontons and Coulomb [2] and later work by Dieterich [3] and Ruina [4],
this view suggests that a characteristic “friction coefficient” is sufficient to describe the onset of frictional motion.
Recent experiments have, however, highlighted the importance of considering the spatial degrees of freedom within
the frictional interface that separates two contacting bodies [5–20]. This work has demonstrated that the onset
of frictional sliding is mediated by rupture fronts that propagate along the interface, while detaching the contacts
that form it. When the contacting bodies are identical (‘homogeneous interfaces’), experiments have, moreover,
demonstrated [9] that the singular form and dynamics of these fronts can be quantitatively described by solutions
for shear cracks [21] that have been derived in the framework of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). While
there are still questions regarding the validity of this approach for all classes of friction laws [22], these experiments
supported early theoretical suggestions [23, 24] that earthquakes may be described as shear cracks.
Here, we consider ‘bimaterial interfaces’; frictional interfaces that are bounded by materials having either different
elastic properties or different geometrical shapes [25]. Bimaterial interfaces are the most general type of frictional
interfaces. Early work by Weertman [26, 27] suggested that the dynamics of these interfaces have unique properties;
the loss of symmetry across the interface introduces coupling between their differential motion (slip) and the normal
stresses at the interface. Moreover, breaking the up-down symmetry across the interface induces either normal stress
reduction or enhancement with slip, depending on a rupture’s lateral propagation direction. Numerical calculations
have predicted that this coupling gives rise [28, 29] to both directional effects as well as to interesting modes of rupture
called ‘slip pulses’ in which slip is highly localized at the rupture tip. We note that slip pulses are not solely generated
by bimaterial coupling, they have also been numerically observed under strong velocity weakening of friction [30] that
can be induced, for example, by poroeleastic [31] or thermal pressurization [32] effects.
Slip pulses in bimaterials have been observed experimentally [10, 33, 34]. Recent work [15] has further demonstrated
that bimaterial ruptures start as ‘bimaterial cracks’, or crack-like rupture fronts. These are described by solutions
that are analogous to the singular LEFM shear crack solutions along homogeneous interfaces, when the difference
in the elastic properties of the materials forming the interface is accounted for. Slip pulses are formed only after
bimaterial cracks accelerate to very high velocities [15], where bimaterial cracks appear to lose stability. Neither the
stability of bimaterial cracks nor the transition to slip pulses within frictional interfaces is understood.
What are the characteristic velocity scales for the bimaterial problem? In the subsonic fracture of homogeneous
materials, the propagation speed of either tensile or shear cracks is limited by the Rayleigh wave speed [35], cR. Stroh
introduced a kinematic argument to explain the origin of this limiting speed [36]. Were a crack to require no energy
to break bonds, then it could be considered to be a disturbance propagating along the free surface (or a surface wave)
that separates the two half-spaces above and below the fracture plane. cR is the limiting speed for a crack simply
because, except for cR, the dispersion relation for surface waves has no solution. An energy argument produces the
same result; cR is the limiting propagation speed above which the energy flow to a moving crack tip (the energy release
rate) becomes negative - an unphysical condition. The Stroh approach has been applied to bimaterial interfaces to
define the concept of a ‘generalized’ Rayleigh wave speed, cGR, that corresponds to the velocity of nondispersive
interfacial waves in frictionless contact between dissimilar materials [26, 37, 38]. For moderate ratios of the elastic
moduli (material contrasts) of the two bounding materials, cGR exists and its value lies between the cR of both
materials. Otherwise, cGR is not defined. For material combinations where cGR exists, it was established [25, 39, 40]
that steady frictional sliding along a bimaterial interface with Coulomb friction acting at the interface is ill-posed in
the sense that interfacial disturbances of all wavelengths are unstable. Nonetheless, Weertman [27] argued that when
cGR exists, a self-healing slip pulse can propagate along the frictional interface at a velocity that is precisely cGR,
even when the remote shear stress is smaller than the frictional strength of the interface.
The fact that cGR is not defined for all bimaterial contrasts suggests that it is not the only relevant velocity scale
to be considered in bimaterial rupture. There have been numerous theoretical studies of dynamic interfacial fracture
of bimaterials [38, 41–43] that investigated the limiting behavior of the crack tip and led to different conclusions.
Among these, the following claims regarding the terminal speed have been made: it is the lower Rayleigh wave speed
of both materials (that corresponds to the cR of the softer material) [42], it is slightly larger than this characteristic
velocity [41], or, even, that it does not exist at all [43]. From the experimental side, shear fracture was precipitated
by impacting a bimaterial system composed of different bulk blocks connected by weakly bonded interface [44, 45].
These studies revealed that interfacial crack tip speeds in bimaterials can exceed not only the cR of the softer material
but also its shear wave speed. Such ‘supershear’ modes were also later observed [10, 16, 46] in frictional bimaterial
experiments. While certainly related to bimaterial frictional ruptures, it is still unclear how the two systems map to
one another. One important difference is that bimaterial frictional ruptures retain contact between materials along
the crack faces, whereas the fracture surface of bimaterial interfacial cracks is assumed to be stress free. Interestingly,
the asymptotic fields of each type of crack behave differently near the tip; interfacial cracks appear to involve complex
3σ(1)yy = − N(x, t) , σ(1)xy = τ(x, t)
x = ℓ(t) x
y
σ(n)xy (x,0) = τR u (1)x (x,0) = u (2)x (x,0)
Soft Material : ρ1, μ1, λ1
StiffMaterial : ρ2, μ2, λ2
σ(2)yy = − N(x, t) , σ(2)xy = τ(x, t)
FIG. 1. Schematic of a dynamical frictional rupture propagating along a bimaterial interface. The material parameters and
the main loading conditions are depicted.
fields [43, 47] while near-tip fields are real for frictional cracks [15].
In this work we take a closer look at the stability of subsonic frictional ruptures in bimaterial friction. We first
derive and examine the asymptotic behavior of subsonic frictional crack solutions. We reveal that solutions for the
most physical friction law yield the same solutions as bimaterial shear cracks, with near-tip stresses found to be
always square root singular and real. This behavior enables us to harness energy considerations to investigate the
local dissipation at the crack tip as for classical fracture. We find that the existence of bimaterial contrast imposes
significant asymmetry on the energy flux to the crack’s tip. This asymmetry divides the energy release rate into
two parts, each corresponding to the different half spaces formed by the interface. Careful analysis reveals a non-
trivial energy flow that is qualitatively different than that of similar materials. This analysis enables us to associate
a terminal rupture velocity to the positivity of both contributions. In contrast to cGR, this new terminal velocity
is always defined, whatever the material contrast. With these predictions in hand, we carefully analyze both new
experimental results and numerical data. Our conclusion is that one should be careful to associate instabilities
of propagating fronts to the more simple perturbative analysis, that does not take into account the existence of
propagating rupture fronts. Moreover, our findings enable us to draw a full phase diagram that relates shear crack
and slip pulses in both propagation directions.
The present approach significantly extends the results of our analysis in the transonic and supersonic regimes [15, 16]
to the subsonic regime where all ruptures initiate. This work will allow for a more complete picture of the onset of
frictional sliding between dissimilar materials and reveals a qualitatively new class of instabilities.
II. THEORY OF BIMATERIAL FRICTIONAL RUPTURE
We start by presenting the general problem of a subsonic frictional rupture along a bimaterial interface as depicted
in Fig. 1. Recently, this configuration has been used to determine the asymptotic behavior of the stress field near the
rupture front in subsonic, transonic and supershear propagation regimes [15, 16]. These studies enabled successful
theoretical characterization of various features observed in experiments. In the following, we set the framework for
the present study and define the different associated physical quantities.
We consider a model problem of the dynamic deformation of a two-dimensional medium that results from shear
rupture along a frictional interface. The interface is located on the plane y = 0 that separates linear isotropic elastic
half-spaces (see Fig. 1). The fields’ motion and rupture propagation are in the x-direction and all variables are
functions of x, y and t. Shear and dilatational wave velocities are csn =
√
µn/ρn and cdn =
√
(λn + 2µn)/ρn, where
ρn are mass densities, λn and µn are Lame´ coefficients, and the subscripts n = 1, 2 denote the top (y > 0) and
bottom (y < 0) materials, respectively. Without loss of generality, we choose cs1 < cs2 meaning that the top (bottom)
material is the softer (stiffer) one. The applied shear and compression at the remote boundaries are τ(x, t) and N(x, t)
respectively. The local balance of linear momentum in the bulk requires that the elastic fields satisfy:
∂σ
(n)
ij
∂xj
= ρn
∂2u
(n)
i
∂t2
, (1)
4where σ
(n)
ij (x, y, t) and u
(n)
i (x, y, t) are the elastic stress and displacement fields, respectively. In the following, the
subscripts (i, j) are two dimensional indices labeling the x and y directions. Along the bimaterial interface, a semi-
infinite frictional in-plane rupture is located at xtip < `(t). The rupture front is propagating at a subsonic velocity
c(t) = ˙`(t) < cs1. Notice that, due to the asymmetry induced by material mismatch, rupture propagation in the pos-
itive and negative x-directions are not equivalent. For a frictional interface between dissimilar materials, propagation
in the so-called positive (resp. negative) direction is characterized by a rupture front that is moving in the same (resp.
opposite) direction as the slip direction of the softer material. In the convention of Fig. 1, propagation in the positive
(resp. negative) direction corresponds to a loading configuration for which τ(x, t) > 0 (resp. τ(x, t) < 0).
Motivated by the experimental evidence of the persistence of crack face contact after the passage of a subsonic
rupture front, we restrict our study to frictional contact in which both the traction and normal displacements are con-
tinuous across the entire bimaterial interface. Therefore, along the whole interface, the following boundary conditions
are satisfied:
u(1)y (x, 0
+, t) = u(2)y (x, 0
−, t) , (2)
σ(1)yy (x, 0
+, t) = σ(2)yy (x, 0
−, t) , (3)
σ(1)xy (x, 0
+, t) = σ(2)xy (x, 0
−, t) . (4)
In order to solve the frictional rupture problem, still one should prescribe the slip conditions and/or the friction law
along the interface. Ahead of the rupture front where no slip occurs one has
δ(x, t) ≡ u(1)x (x, 0+, t)− u(2)x (x, 0−, t) = 0 ; x > `(t) , (5)
where δ(x, t) is the local slip at the interface. Behind the rupture front, the contact between the bodies is partially
broken inducing a drop of the shear stress accompanied by interface slip. The physical description of this phenomenon
is given by the so-called friction law, which constitutes the boundary condition along the sliding region. Various friction
laws have been proposed in the literature. Among them, the most popular one is the generalized Coulomb friction
law. This criterion relates the local frictional resistance to the local normal stress at the interface through a material
dependent friction coefficient. In the following analytical treatment, we assume a simpler scenario where sliding
induces solely a drop of the shear stress to a constant residual value τR:
σ(n)xy (x, 0, t) = τR ; x < `(t) . (6)
Because this boundary condition does not induce coupling between normal and shear stresses, this type of frictional
behavior is sometimes associated to a frictionless shear crack. While Eq. (6) is the simplest friction law that one can
consider, it is relevant so long as the material behavior deviates from the predictions of this law solely in a zone around
the rupture front that is too small to be detected on the scale of this linear elastic model. From this perspective, any
more elaborate friction law that allows for a constant residual stress in an intermediate region behind the rupture
front can be considered as a cohesive model for which Eq. (6) reproduces the elastic fields at scales larger than the
size of the process zone.
A. Asymptotic fields near a moving frictional rupture front
The elastodynamic problem given by Eqs. (1)-(6) is well-posed once the remote loading and the motion of the
rupture front are prescribed. In the following, we are interested in the universal properties of the asymptotic elastic
fields in the vicinity of the propagating front that are independent of its dynamics and applied remote loading. This
problem was previously solved in [15, 48]. It was shown that the asymptotic stress and strain fields exhibit a universal
square root singularity for any subsonic rupture front dynamics. In Appendix A, the explicit behavior of the stress
field is reported and the real nature of the singularity in comparison to other interfacial crack problems is discussed.
Specifically along the interface y = 0, the square root singular term of the shear stress component is given by
σ(n)xy (x→ `(t), 0, t) ≈ K(t)
H(x− `(t))√
2pi(x− `(t)) , (7)
where H(.) is the Heaviside function and K(t) is the so-called dynamic stress intensity factor. Notice that the sign of
K(t) traces the propagation direction. In the configuration of Fig. 1 where the softer material occupies the half-plane
y > 0 and the rupture front propagates in the positive x-direction, the positive propagation direction corresponds to
5the case K(t) > 0 and vice-versa. Correspondingly, the asymptotic behavior of the normal stress component at y = 0
is given by
σ(n)yy (x→ `(t), 0, t) ≈ K(t)W (c)
H(`(t)− x)√
2pi(`(t)− x) , (8)
where the function W (c), which we will name the Weertman function, is given by [27]
W (c) =
(1 + b21 − 2a1b1)µ2D2 − (1 + b22 − 2a2b2)µ1D1
a1(1− b21)µ2D2 + a2(1− b22)µ1D1
, (9)
with
an =
√
1− c
2
c2dn
, bn =
√
1− c
2
c2sn
, Dn = 4anbn − (1 + b2n)2 . (10)
Recall that c = ˙`(t) is the instantaneous speed of the rupture front and that the Rayleigh wave speed cRn of each
material is the positive root of the equation Dn(c) = 0. The Weertman function highlights induced bimaterial coupling
between slip and normal stress at the interface. Its behavior as function of the rupture speed has been studied in detail
and was related to instability mechanisms for slip-pulse nucleation [27, 49]. For a homogeneous interface, W (c) = 0,
reflecting uncoupling between normal stress and slip at the interface. Moreover, the denominator of the Weertman
function can have a real root for c < cs1, which defines the generalized Rayleigh wave speed cGR. This speed is only
defined up to moderate bimaterial mismatches, cGR does not exist otherwise. Finally, when cGR exists W (c) > 0
(resp. W (c) < 0) for c < cGR (resp. cGR < c < cs1) and when cGR does not exist W (c) > 0 for all c < cs1. Note that
when W (c) > 0, the sign of K(t) (hence the propagation direction) determines whether the normal stress is enhanced
or reduced with the slip (see Eq. 8).
B. Energy concepts in dynamic frictional rupture
A step forward in the characterization of the dynamics of frictional rupture consists in coupling the behavior of the
elastic fields near the moving front to energy budgeting. For this purpose, one should compute the instantaneous rate
of energy flow towards the frictional interface [21]. The energy rate balance should, however, be performed carefully
for the current case because of two features specific to the bimaterial frictional problem. First, the energy flux integral
in the presence of compressive loading differs from the classical crack problem, even if the asymptotic elastic fields
near the rupture tip behave similarly [23, 50]. This difference occurs for both homogeneous and bimaterial frictional
interfaces. The second feature, which is specific to bimaterials, is that an interface separating two dissimilar bodies is
a surface of discontinuity of both material mechanical properties and elastic fields. While the latter is common to all
rupture modes, the former induces different balance equations of linear momentum in the top and bottom material,
Eq. (1). Therefore, the instantaneous energy rate balance needs to be computed for the volume of each material
separately.
Following the same approach as for a crack propagating in a homogenous medium [21, 51, 52], one can show that
the rate of mechanical energy flow, G(n), out of each material and into the frictional interface is given by
G(n) = 1
c
∫
Ln+Cn+Rn
[
σ
(n)
ji N
(n)
j
∂u
(n)
i
∂t
+
(
U (n) + T (n)
)
cN (n)x
]
dx , (11)
where, respectively for n = 1 and n = 2, the integral runs over and below the whole interface following the paths
depicted in Fig. 2. Here, T (n) is the kinetic energy density and U (n) is the stress work density of each material,
and ~N (n) is a unit normal vector defined in Fig. 2. The total dynamic energy release rate, G, resulting from the
propagation of a frictional rupture is the sum G(1) + G(2). Ahead of the rupture front, the continuity of both traction
and displacement distributions across the interface leads to the integrals over Rn cancelling each other out. Note that
while σ
(n)
xx is discontinuous across a bimaterial interface, this stress component is not involved in the computation of
G except, potentially, along the contour Cn. Therefore, the energy release rate of a frictional rupture in the presence
of compressive loading can be decomposed into two contributions [23, 50]
G = Gslip +Gsep , (12)
6Soft Material : ρ1, μ1, λ1
StiffMaterial : ρ2, μ2, λ2
풞1
풞2
ℒ1
ℒ2
ℛ1
ℛ2
x
y
⃗N (1)
⃗N (2)
FIG. 2. Paths of integration involved in the computation of the rate of energy flow into the frictional interface. The paths Ln+
Cn +Rn are open contours enveloping the bimaterial interface over which energy fluxes are exchanged. The net instantaneous
rate of energy flow from the body towards the frictional interface is the sum of both contributions.
with
Gslip =
1
c
∫ `(t)
−∞
τR
∂δ
∂t
dx , (13)
Gsep =
2∑
n=1
Gn =
1
c
2∑
n=1
lim
Cn→0
∫
Cn
[
σ
(n)
ji N
(n)
j
∂u
(n)
i
∂t
+
(
U (n) + T (n)
)
cN (n)x
]
dx . (14)
Eq. (13) results from the sum over n of the integrals in Eq. (11) involving the paths Ln and the use of the boundary
conditions (2-6). The physical quantity Gslip is the rate of energy provided by bulk materials along the sliding interface
which should be dissipated because of the frictional process. On the other hand, Eq. (14) defines the mechanical energy
released per unit crack advance; Gsep is the rate of energy provided locally at the rupture front to induce motion and
should balance the resistance of bimaterial interface to rupture propagation. Notice that Gsep = G1 + G2 where G1
(resp. G2) is the rate of mechanical energy provided by the soft (resp. stiff) bulk material to the moving rupture
front. The decomposition (12) of the total energy release rate into distinct contributions is relevant so long as there
exists a separation of scales between the dissipation involved in material separation (‘breaking’ contacts) and frictional
dissipation due to sliding. This behavior is closely related to how the frictional process is modeled. The assumptions
that contact at the bimaterial interface is preserved after the passage of the rupture front and that the friction law
is given by Eq. (6) allows for such decomposition. These conditions induce the square root singular behavior of the
stress field in the vicinity of the moving rupture tip that has been observed experimentally [15].
We now focus on the study of each of the separate energy release rates Gn. First, it can be shown that Gn share
the following properties with cracks propagating in homogeneous materials [21, 51, 52]: they are path independent
and their computation involves the motion of rupture front only through its instantaneous crack tip speed c(t) = ˙`(t).
Since the interface separating two dissimilar bodies is, however, a surface of discontinuity of bulk material parameters,
each contribution Gn should be computed separately. In Appendix B, we show that
Gn =
1
4µn
[
1− an
bn
W 2(c)
]
A
(n)
II (c)K
2(t) , (15)
where, again, the Weertman function W (c) is involved and
A
(n)
II (c) =
(1− b2n)bn
Dn
, (16)
is the usual universal function that is involved in the energy release rate of mode II crack propagation [21, 51, 52].
Eq. (15) is the main theoretical result of this study. It is important to stress that the functional forms of Gn (n = 1, 2)
given by Eq. (15) are universal, in the sense that they depend only on the instantaneous speed c(t) = ˙`(t) (provided that
c(t) < cs1). As in homogeneous fracture dynamics, all information about loading conditions, propagation direction
and bimaterial geometric scales are embedded in the dynamic stress intensity factor K(t). Figure 3 highlights the
variation of the different energy release rates with rupture speed for two typical bimaterial mismatches.
Below, we note the salient properties of Gn:
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FIG. 3. The energy release rates Gn and Gsep = G1 + G2 as functions of the rupture front speed c in the region of interest
0.9cs1 ≤ c ≤ cs1 for two typical bimaterials. The bulk elastic parameters for both model bimaterials staisfy ρ1 = ρ2, cd1/cs1 =
cd2/cs2 =
√
3 and cs1/cs2 = γ. Left: case γ = 0.93 for which the generalized Rayleigh wave speed cGR exists. Right: case
γ = 0.6 for which cGR does not exist. In both figures, the energy release rates are non-dimensioned by K
2/2µ1 and the locations
of the different characteristic velocities, especially the newly identified critical speed cT , are indicated (see text).
• Equation (15) recovers the result [21] of rupture propagating along a homogeneous interface separating two similar
materials for which one has W (c) = 0:
G
(hom)
1 = G
(hom)
2 =
1
2
G(hom)sep =
1
4µ(hom)
A
(hom)
II (c)K
2(t) . (17)
Note that the function A
(hom)
II (c) diverges at material’s Rayleigh wave speed c
(hom)
R , being positive for c < c
(hom)
R
and negative for c > c
(hom)
R .
• In Fig. 3, the interest was focused on the variation of the different energy release rates for rupture speeds close to
cs1. Indeed, for small rupture speeds and irregardless of bimaterial mismatch, we find that the variations of G1
(G2) are moderate, positive, and monotonically increase (decrease) with c.
• Figure 3 shows that Gn is regular at c = cRn, the Rayleigh wave speed of material n (for material 2, provided that
cR2 ≤ cs1), despite the fact that A(n)II (c → cRn) displays a simple pole. The reason for this, as it is easy to show,
is that the divergences of A
(n)
II are canceled by the factor 1 − (an/bn)W 2(cRn) = 0 at c = cRn. This ensures the
regularity of Gn when the rupture velocity crosses the Rayleigh wave speed of each material.
• For bimaterial contrasts for which cGR exists, one has W 2(cGR) → +∞; since cR1 ≤ cGR ≤ min(cR2, cs1), one has
G1 → +∞ and G2 → −∞ for c → cGR. One also finds that Gsep → ±∞ as (c − cGR) → 0∓ (see Fig. 3). Hence,
the bimaterial case behaves near cGR in the same way as the homogeneous case as c→ cR.
• For bimaterial contrasts where the generalized Rayleigh wave speed does not exist, no divergence of the energy
release rates occurs. In addition, one can show that at c = cs1 the inequalities G1 > 0, G2 < 0 and Gsep > 0 are
satisfied for any bimaterial mismatch satisfying the nonexistence of cGR.
Summarizing the above, we find that G1 > 0 for c < cGR (resp. c < cs1) when cGR exists (resp. does not exist).
Moreover, provided that cGR exists, the behavior of Gsep for a bimaterial interface near cGR is similar to that of a
homogeneous interface near the Rayleigh wave speed. This feature, however, disappears when cGR is not defined and
Gsep > 0 for all c < cs1. The most important result, however, concerns the behavior of G2 with the rupture speed.
For any bimaterial mismatch, a simple root of the equation G2 = 0 always exists. This root defines a critical speed
c = cT given by the solution of the equation
a2(cT )W
2(cT )− b2(cT ) = 0 . (18)
Thus, G2 > 0 for c < cT and G2 < 0 in the interval [cT , cs1]. In contrast to cGR, cT is always defined (a solution
of Eq. (18) always exists): cR1 < cT < cGR if cGR exists and cR1 < cT < cs1 otherwise. Finally, cT coincides with
material’s Rayleigh wave speed, when the interface separates two similar materials.
One can wonder if this critical behavior of G2, the energy release rate associated to the stiff material, with the
rupture front speed corresponds to any interesting experimental effects. In Section II C, we propose physical arguments
in favor of this statement.
8C. Critical speed of subsonic bimaterial frictional rupture
Let us first recall the state of the art related to the dynamics of frictional rupture along an interface separating two
similar materials. Because of the system’s up-down symmetry, this case can be exactly mapped to the configuration
of Mode II crack propagation in a homogeneous material [53] (see for instance Eq. (17)). Therefore, both fracture and
homogeneous frictional rupture share the same feature: in the subsonic propagation regime, the rupture front speed is
bounded by the Rayleigh wave speed. The theoretical ground of this limiting velocity is twofold: Stroh formalism [36]
and energy considerations [21, 51, 52]. The former considers a rupture front as a propagating perturbation whose
dispersion relation corresponds to waves propagating on the free surface of a semi-infinite elastic medium [35]. The
latter is related to the positiveness of the energy release rate, as the crack tip motion balances the energy provided
by the elastic media with dissipative mechanisms associated with the fracture energy. Perhaps coincidentally, both
approaches predict the Rayleigh wave speed as the upper bound for crack tip dynamics.
For a bimaterial interface, the equivalent Stroh formalism suggests that the limiting speed is the generalized Rayleigh
wave speed, provided that it is defined [26, 37, 38]. This result is consistent with naive energy considerations for
bimaterial frictional rupture dynamics; it satisfies the condition Gsep > 0, yielding a limiting speed given by cGR
when it exists, and cs1 otherwise (see Fig. 3). This insight was suggested in [41], in the context of interfacial crack
propagation.
We, however, now argue that Gsep is not the only relevant energy release rate which governs rupture dynamics.
Since Eq. (15) shows that G1 6= G2 for a bimaterial interface, one must now account for the potential impact of
their behavior separately. Recall that the interface separating two bulk materials is a surface of discontinuity of
both elastic fields and material properties. The mechanical energy flowing through the upper and lower discontinuity
surface can be transferred from one material to another along the entire interface y = 0, except in the vicinity of the
rupture tip at x = `(t). The rupture tip is a physical singularity where either material separation occurs, or contacts
composing the interface are broken, to enable the bodies’ relative motion. This irreversible breaking process inhibits
any transfer of energy flows between upper and lower materials near the rupture tip. Consequently, the contributions
to the mechanical energy flowing to the tip of both the soft and stiff materials should behave as distinct energy release
rates; they both must inject energy to generate propagation of the rupture front. Therefore, both G1 and G2 must,
separately, satisfy the positiveness conditions
G1 > 0 and G2 > 0 . (19)
Equation (19) is more restrictive than the global condition Gsep = G1 + G2 > 0. For a homogeneous system,
Eq. (17) automatically holds; the two conditions are equivalent because of system’s up-down symmetry. For the
bimaterial case, the condition (19) is fulfilled up to the critical rupture speed cT given by Eq. (18). cT is defined
for any bimaterial contrast, unlike the generalized Rayleigh wave speed. From this perspective, cT has the same
physical origin as the Rayleigh wave speed for frictional rupture within similar materials. There are, however, two
fundamental differences. First, the forbidden interval, cT < c < cs2 for bimaterial rupture stems from the behavior
of the energy release rate of the stiff material only. Second, G2 ∼ (c− cT )K2 near the critical speed, contrary to the
homogeneous case where G
(hom)
sep ∼ K2/(c− c(hom)R ) near the Rayleigh wave speed. The behavior of G2 near cT bodes
well for a weak instability mechanism and suggests that either the propagation of frictional ruptures with a velocity
c ∈ [cT , cs1] is physically impossible, or that the elastodynamic problem as defined by Eqs. (1–6) becomes ill-posed for
c > cT . In other words, the critical speed cT could be either a limiting velocity or a threshold indicating a transition
to a different dissipative process at the ruptured interface. In the light of the following numerical and experimental
results, we conjecture that both scenarios are possible and their occurrence depends on the propagation direction.
It is noteworthy that, up until now, the dynamics of the rupture front have been invoked only through the instanta-
neous speed c(t). Indeed, the asymptotic stress field and energy release rates Gn depend on the detailed tip dynamics
only through the instantaneous stress intensity factor K(t). This is not the case of Gslip which explicitly depends on
the history of rupture propagation through the slip velocity ∂δ/∂t.
The constitutive equations for the material response do not include the possibility of material separation. Therefore,
the common way to include the separation process is to supplement the elastodynamic study with growth criteria.
For both bimaterial and homogeneous frictional rupture, the usual criterion is to separate the dissipation process into
two different contributions: Γsep and Γslip. The fracture energy Γsep represents the resistance of the material to the
rupture tip advance and must balance Gsep, the usual Griffith criterion [21]. On the other hand, the energy dissipated
through sliding Γslip is an output of the problem computed from Eq. (13), provided that the residual stress τR is
specified a priori. This approach is evidently valid only if one assumes a separation of scales between the dissipation
involved in ‘breaking’ contacts and in sliding, which might not always be the case [53]. Testing the validity of this
approach is out of the reach of the present purely elastodynamic study, however the results we have presented so far
are independent of the precise equation of motion of the rupture front. In the following, we will use both numerical
approaches and experiments to reinforce our interpretation of the theoretical findings.
9III. COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now develop a numerical model for the propagation of frictional rupture along bimaterial interfaces. The model
is based on the spectral-boundary-integral method [54, 55], which solves the elastodynamic equations for a half-space.
An explicit time integration is applied. The spectral description of the elastodynamic equations leads to a periodic
set-up. We couple two half-spaces of different material properties by a cohesive-type approach along the frictional
interface. Initially, the system is loaded by a uniform compressive normal load N and static shear load τs, and
remains in equilibrium. We, then, artificially weaken the interface within an increasingly large area to create a ‘seed’
crack. Once the seed crack is larger than a critical length, it becomes unstable and propagates dynamically along the
interface. We then follow the rupture propagation and analyze its dynamic behavior. The nucleation process is both
slow (< 0.1cs1) and smooth enough to prevent any influence on the propagation.
The material of the two half spaces is linearly elastic and the properties correspond to the dynamic values of the
materials used in the experiments described in Sec. IV. The upper material has elastic modulus E1 = 2.9 GPa,
Poisson’s ratio ν1 = 0.39, and density ρ1 = 1200 kg/m
3. The lower material has E2 = 5.65 GPa, ν2 = 0.33, and
ρ2 = 1180 kg/m
3. We apply plane-stress assumptions to approximate the thin blocks of the experimental set-up.
Two different types of interface laws were considered. The first one, which we refer to as fracture, is independent
of the normal stress. The tractions within the rupture interface are governed by a linear slip-weakening cohesive law
given by
τ(δ) =
{
(τP − τR)(1− δ/dc) + τR for δ < dc
τR for δ ≥ dc , (20)
where τP and τR are the peak and residual strength, respectively, δ is the tangential relative displacement also called
local slip (see Eq. (5)), and dc is a characteristic length scale. This interface law corresponds to widely-used cohesive
laws [56] with the slight difference of being applied to the tangential component of the interface tractions. Beyond the
crack’s tip, the tangential displacement is continuous across the interface, δ = 0, and the shear stress should satisfy
τ < τP .
The second type of interface law, which we call friction, is similar to the fracture law, but with a dependence on
the normal stress. The purpose of this approach is to test the implications of friction, which is macroscopically known
to depend on the normal load. Therefore, using a Coulomb-like model, the local friction coefficient is given by
µ(δ) =
{
(µs − µk)(1− δ/dc) + µk for δ < dc
µk for δ ≥ dc , (21)
where µs and µk are the static and kinetic friction coefficients. The interface strength inside the crack is then
computed by τ(δ) = µ(δ)σ, where σ(x, t) is the normal stress, or contact pressure, at the interface. For stability
reasons [49, 57–59], we do not apply directly this strength, but introduce a regularized version τ˜ of it, which is
governed by ∂τ˜/∂t = (τ − τ˜)/T ∗. However, we chose values for the time scale T ∗ that are large enough to prevent
stability issues but small enough to avoid perturbative effects on the quantities of interest for the present study [20].
Finally, we note that in everything that we show, there is displacement continuity in the normal direction. Hence,
the normal pressure is continuous as well.
The purpose of our numerical simulations was to compute the energy release rates defined in Sec. II using the
interface laws given by Eqs. (20,21) and correlate them with the behavior of traction distributions along the sliding
interface. The focus was on subsonic rupture fronts that propagate in the positive direction only. Subsonic propagation
in the negative direction was hard to achieve within our numerical scheme. Within the system under study, the energy
release rates Gn of the top and bottom interfaces and the energy release rate Gsep used for material separation are
given by [21, 23, 50]
G1 =
1
c
∫
L1
[
(τ(δ)− τR)∂u
(1)
x
∂t
(x, 0+, t)− (σ(x, t)− σR)∂u
(1)
y
∂t
(x, 0+, t)
]
dx , (22)
G2 = −1
c
∫
L2
[
(τ(δ)− τR)∂u
(2)
x
∂t
(x, 0−, t)− (σ(x, t)− σR)∂u
(2)
y
∂t
(x, 0−, t)
]
dx , (23)
Gsep = G1 +G2 =
1
c
∫ `(t)
−∞
(τ(δ)− τR)∂δ
∂t
(x, t) dx . (24)
Here the notations introduced in Sec. II are used. Note that due to the addition of a cohesive zone at the tip, the
fields are nonsingular at the rupture front, so there is no contribution from the integration over the contours Cn as
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FIG. 4. Left: Energy release rates as function of the rupture speed computed numerically for both types of interfacial laws
given by Eq. (20) for ‘fracture’ and Eq. (21) for ‘friction’. For fracture, both Gn and Gsep are shown while for friction
only Gsep is plotted. Notice that Gsep for friction and G2 for fracture vanish at approximately the same rupture speed. Bulk
bimaterial parameters are the ones used in experiments of Sec. IV where plane-stress conditions are assumed. Right: theoretical
dimensionless energy release rates Gn and Gsep (scaled by K
2/2µ1) for the same bimaterial elastic parameters recovers the
numerical results for ‘fracture’ interface law: a transition occurs at a rupture tip speed cT = 0.955cs1 (cT = 867 m · s−1)
governed by the condition G2 = 0. The case where the interface law is of type ‘friction’ exhibits the same feature but for
Gsep. In all numerical simulations, the magnitude of the remote applied loadings were N = 5 MPa and τs = 3.4 MPa. We
used parameters of the ‘fracture’ interfacial law: τP = 4.8 MPa, τR = 3.2 MPa and dc = 1.37 µm, and for the ‘friction’ case:
µs = 0.96, µk = 0.64, dc = 1.37 µm and T
∗ = 0.25µs.
in Eq. (14). Notice that in the definition of Gn, the normal contact pressure should also be subtracted from local
normal stress component σ(x, t) as is done for the shear stress component. For fracture τR is the residual shear stress
appearing in Eq. (20) and σR = N , where N is the applied pressure at the remote boundaries. However, for friction
τR = µkσR and σR = N is still given by the applied normal load.
Figure 4 shows the resulting energy release rates of the bimaterial system used for the experiments reported in
Sec. IV. When the interface law is described by Eq. (20), both the numerics and theory coincide, showing that the
introduction of a process zone does not alter the energy budget of the dissipation near the rupture front. Specifically,
one recovers the functional behavior of Gn with the rupture velocity and finds that, in contrast to the theoretical Gsep,
the value computed numerically is independent of the rupture speed. The latter result is expected since, provided
that ∂δ/∂t ≈ −c∂δ/∂x, Eq. (24) yields Gsep ≈ (τP −τR)dc/2 while the theoretical dimensionless Gsep does not include
the contribution of the dynamic stress intensity factor K(t). Nevertheless, the numerical results using an interface
law given by Eq. (20) do not show any change in the behavior of the dissipation above the transition speed cT , as
conjectured in the theoretical study. The situation changes when one considers an interface law given by Eq. (21).
Figure 4 shows that the energy release rate provided for material separation (breaking contacts) Gsep becomes negative
for rupture speeds c ∈ [cT , cs1]. This result is more dramatic than the ‘fracture’ case where only G2 exhibits such
behavior. Recall that the decomposition of energy flow into two contributions Gsep and Gslip supposes a separation of
scales between the dissipative processes. Material separation (breaking contacts) occurs in the vicinity of the rupture
front and sliding dissipation is involved along the whole interface. Therefore, the numerical results for the ‘friction’
interface law show that such separation no longer holds for rupture speeds c > cT .
To explore how loss of scale separation between the dissipative processes manifests itself along bimaterial interfaces,
we study the behavior of the normal contact pressure when the rupture speed crosses cT . The most important
characteristic difference exhibited by bimaterial frictional rupture compared to homogeneous interface rupture is the
coupling between the normal traction and slip rate along bimaterial interfaces. Figure 5 demonstrates that both
‘friction’ and ‘fracture’ interface laws behave similarly for rupture speeds where c < cT : the interface contact behind
the rupture front is only slightly reduced. However, when c > cT the drop of contact pressure is much more pronounced
for the ‘friction’ interface law compared to the ‘fracture’ case. Including frictional coupling produces both a sharp
localized reduction of the contact pressure behind the rupture front and an increase of contact pressure ahead of
the front. Both of these features are characteristics of experimentally observed slip pulses [10, 15]. This observation
suggests that, above cT , a new mode of frictional rupture, which has the same characteristics as a slip-pulse, takes
place. Therefore, we identify cT as the transition speed to a slip-pulse rupture mode in the positive direction.
These observations demonstrate the general validity and robust character of the general theoretical arguments
developed in Sec. II with respect to the details of the interfacial law. These results are also in agreement with
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FIG. 5. Distribution of normal contact pressure along the interface for rupture speeds below and above cT = 0.955cs1. When
c < cT , both ‘fracture’ and ‘friction’ interface laws behave similarly. For c > cT , the enhancement of bimaterial coupling
effect is more pronounced for ‘friction’ than ‘fracture’ interface law. The large localized normal pressure drop for the ‘friction’
interface law behind the rupture is a signature of slip-pulse nucleation when the rupture speed exceeds cT .
previous studies, where it was shown that bimaterial slip-pulses could result solely from bimaterial coupling; the form
of the friction law is unimportant [27, 57, 60, 61]. In the following, we turn to experiments for comparison to our
theoretical and numerical findings.
IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental system
Here we provide a brief description of the system used in our measurements. The same experimental set-up was
used in [15], where a detailed description of our experimental apparatus and methods can be found. Our bimaterial
interface was composed of a polycarbonate (PC) block of (x, y, z) dimensions 197mm×100mm×5.8mm sliding on
a 220mm×100mm×5.5mm PMMA block, with x the sliding direction and y the direction normal to the interface.
The contacting faces of both blocks were diamond-machined to optical flatness. We measured the longitudinal (cdn)
and shear (csn) waves speeds under plane strain conditions and converted the measurements to the plane stress
conditions that correspond to the dimensions of our sliding blocks. The corresponding (plane stress) wave speeds
are cPMMAs ≡ cs2 = 1361 ± 13 m · s−1, cPMMAd ≡ cd2 = 2345 ± 13 m · s−1, cPCs ≡ cs1 = 908 ± 2 m · s−1 and
cPCd ≡ cd1 = 1653 ± 4 m · s−1. The mass densities, ρPMMA ≡ ρ2 = 1170 kg ·m−3 and ρPC ≡ ρ1 = 1200 kg ·m−3
coupled to the wave speed measurements, yield dynamic values for the Poisson ratios of νPMMA ≡ ν2 = 0.33 and
νPC ≡ ν1 = 0.39. Both PMMA and PC are viscoelastic materials. Their (dynamic) Young’s moduli, relevant for the
time scales of these experiments, were EPMMAdynamic = 5.75GPa and E
PC
dynamic = 2.76GPa.
For each experiment, a fixed normal force of 2000N< FN < 6000N was imposed. An external shear load, FS , was
then quasistatically applied, as described in [10, 15]. Throughout each experiments the real contact area, A(x, z, t),
was monitored along the entire interface using an optical method based on total internal reflection [5] where an
incident sheet of light illuminated the frictional interface at an angle well beyond the critical angle for total internal
reflection. The light was, therefore, transmitted through the interface only at the contacting points. The transmitted
light was imaged at 580,000 frames per second with a spatial resolution of x×z = 1280×8 pixels. These measurements
provided instantaneous values of A(x, t) = 〈A(x, z, t)〉z along the entire 1D interface.
We performed local strain tensor measurements, εij , using miniature Kulite B/UGP-1000-060-R3 rosette strain
gauges. 30 such gauges were mounted at heights, 3.5mm and 7mm, both above and beneath the interface. Each
rosette strain gauge is composed of three independent active regions (each 0.4mm×0.9mm in size) located in a 1mm2
area to provide independent measurements of each component of the 2D strain tensor εij . Each strain signal (60
channels) was individually amplified and simultaneously acquired to 14 bit accuracy by an ACQ132 digitizer (D-
TACQ Solutions Ltd) at a 1MHz rate. This provided a sensitivity of 3µStrain in εij(t) measurements (a 0.3%
uncertainty in εij(t)).
Despite this relatively high precision, the overall accuracy of our strain measurements is only 10-20%, because
of calibration variations between different strain gauge rosettes. This lack of absolute accuracy did not affect the
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majority of our measurements, since we are generally interested in relative strain variations that were acquired at
given strain gauges. To compare different strain gauges, we neutralized any variations in calibration by normalizing
the strain gauge outputs relative to their initial values. Strain variations, were denoted by ∆εij (the ∆ signifies
subtraction of the initial values of εij). Stress variations, for example, ∆σyy, are defined in the same way.
B. Previous observations
Previous work [15] has, experimentally, revealed that:
• In both the positive and negative propagation directions, ruptures initiate as subsonic (bimaterial) cracks; for
slow (c < 0.8cs1) ruptures, slip is spatially extended and strains at the rupture tip possess the r
−1/2 singularity
characteristic of crack solutions.
• In the positive direction, steady-state subsonic cracks are rarely observed. In the bimaterial system used in these
experiments, rupture fronts generally rapidly accelerate through the subsonic regime, until reaching a transonic
regime and obtaining an observed limiting velocity of clim = 1.041cs1. In the transonic regime only slip pulses are
observed. This limiting velocity, for the bimaterials system used, has been predicted theoretically [15].
• In the negative direction, subsonic ruptures can be observed. They are, however, less prevalent than supershear
ruptures which are the preferred propagation mode [10, 16] with speeds concentrated in a narrow band that has
been explained theoretically [16].
C. Experimental support for cT
Here we focus on analyzing the form of ruptures as they transition through cT and eventually morph into slip
pulses beyond cs1. We first wish to compare the structures of strain fields, εij , surrounding the tips of both the
negatively propagating and positively propagating fronts for relatively slow rupture velocities. Before we examine
experimental data, we note that previous experiments [9, 15] have demonstrated that for propagation speeds that do
not approach the limiting velocities, the forms of εij(t), when plotted as a function of the distance from the crack
tip, x− xtip, are fairly insensitive to the instantaneous crack speed. This rather useful feature of the LEFM solutions
for both homogeneous [21] and bimaterial [15] cracks enables us to perform a detailed comparison of the measured
forms εij(x − xtip) for ‘slow’ bimaterial ruptures in each direction with constant velocity predictions for bimaterial
cracks - even when the experimental ruptures are accelerating. Moreover, we note that the analytic solutions obtained
under the ‘fracture’ boundary conditions (Eq. 20) are insensitive to the propagation direction. This contrasts with
the ‘friction’ boundary conditions (Eq. 21), where the variations of the normal stress at the interface are coupled both
to frictional resistance through the friction law and to the slip velocity through the bimaterial coupling effect (see
Eqs. (8,A20)).
In Fig. 6(a), we present an example of fronts propagating in both directions within the same experiment. Here,
rupture nucleation took place at an interior point (x ∼ 70mm) along the interface and contact reduction of the
interface was mediated by two counter-propagating fronts. The applied shear stress at the time of nucleation was,
moreover, relatively low. As a result, in this rare case, both fronts propagated at relatively low speeds; accelerating
from rest to about ∼ 0.7cs1 (see Fig. 6(b)).
We are now in a position to directly compare the structures of strain fields, εij , surrounding the tips of both
the negatively propagating and positively propagating fronts. This comparison is presented in Fig. 6(c), where all
components of the normalized ∆ε˜ij measured at the tips of both fronts are shown. Measurements in both the stiff
and soft materials are presented. The strain fields are compared both to each other and to the theoretical square
root behavior. The results clearly show that all components of the strain fields, for ruptures in both directions, are
nearly identical. Moreover, the measured ∆ε˜ij are in very good agreement with the analytical predictions for slowly
propagating ‘crack-like’ rupture modes calculated for ‘fracture’ boundary conditions.
Let us now turn to higher velocity frictional ruptures in the positive direction. In Fig. 7 we compare the normal stress
variations, ∆σ˜yy, to theoretical predictions (fracture boundary conditions) for propagation velocities that straddle
the transition velocity, cT ≈ 0.955cs1. On both sides of the interface, the ∆σ˜yy signals are in reasonable agreement
with theory for c = 0.71cs1 = 0.75cT . As c approaches cT , at c = 0.91cs1 = 0.96cT , the ∆σ˜yy signals already deviate
strongly from the theoretical predictions. Beyond cT (at c = 0.98cs1 = 1.03cT ), the deviations from the theory have
significantly increased on the soft side of the interface. It is interesting that, on the stiff side of the interface, while
there are increasing discrepancies between predicted and measured values of ∆σ˜yy, their magnitude is much less than
on the soft side of the interface. While we have presented data for ∆σ˜yy, the same qualitative behavior is evident
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FIG. 6. Counter-propagating ruptures which were formed by a spontaneous nucleation at about 1/3 of the interface length
and developed to similar ruptures. a) A(x, t) when normalized by A(x, 0), where t = 0 corresponds to an arbitrary point
within the (slow) nucleation stage. b) Rupture velocity profiles as functions of the rupture locations along the interface. Grey
(magenta) correspond to the rupture propagating in the positive (negative) direction. c) Normalized strains, ∆ε˜ij . Strains
were normalized as follows; strain variations, ∆εij , are obtained by subtracting either the initial (yy and xx components) or
the residual (xy component) values, then ∆ε˜ij ≡ ∆εij/∆εm, where ∆εm is the strain at the first peak of ∆ε(2)xx . This peak
occurs slightly ahead of the tip [15] (see grey arrow). This normalization enables us to quantitatively compare the relative
amplitudes of the different ∆εij . The signal colors indicate both the block material and the measurement locations along
the interface as noted in (a) and (b). The x locations of the strain gauges on opposing blocks are located to within 3-4mm
of each other. Darker colors (blue and red) belong to the softer material (PC) and lighter colors (light blue and orange) to
the stiffer (PMMA) one. The signs of the ∆ε˜xx and ∆ε˜yy strain fields of ruptures propagating in the negative direction are
opposite from those of ruptures propagating in the positive direction. To facilitate comparison, the signs of the strain fields
propagating in the negative direction are reversed; −∆ε˜xx and −∆ε˜yy. Measurements were performed at distance h = ±3 mm
from the interface. The maximal relevant distances from the rupture tip, x − xtip, correspond to the physical distance along
which the rupture could propagate before encountering the block boundaries. Dashed black and grey lines are the stiff and
soft components, respectively, of the analytical solution at a constant velocity of c = 0.43cs1, corresponding to the local speed
at the measurement points. Each of the stiff and soft components of the solution were normalized as the measurements. The
deviation of the analytical solution from the measurements for ∆ε˜xx and ∆ε˜xy may be the result of the increasing magnitudes
of the experimental strain fields with c, an effect not completely negated by normalization by ∆εm, as the ruptures are not in
steady-state propagation.
for all other stress and strain components; significant digressions from theory on the soft side of the interface as we
transcend cT and smaller (but systematically increasing) deviations between theory and experiments on the stiff side.
While Fig. 7 is suggestive that a transition at cT indeed takes place, unfortunately we are technically rather limited
in the continuum of propagation velocities for which we can compare the predicted to measured stresses. The reason
for this is that our strain gauge array locations are discrete, so comparisons similar to Fig. 7 are only possible if a
rupture with a desired velocity traverses one of these locations. We can use the contact area measurements, however,
to circumvent this problem. A(x, t) are, in a sense, a proxy for ∆σ˜yy signals, as (to first order) they are approximately
proportional to one another [1, 62]. Moreover, A(x, t) are measured (by definition) on the interface, whereas the
normal stress measurements are displaced normal to the interface by a few mm’s. In Fig. 8 we compare A(x, t)
profiles for increasing rupture velocities. We do this for both positively and negatively propagating ruptures.
First, let us consider propagating ruptures in the positive direction. For c < cT , both measurements of A(x, t)
and predictions for σyy show that the normal pressure on the interface has an approximate step function form near
the rupture front. Once c > cT , however, ruptures start to approximate a slip pulse. Characteristic features of a
slip pulse [10, 15] include a clear increase of the normal stress ahead of the rupture tip together with a pronounced
and highly localized reduction of both A(x, t) and the normal pressure behind the tip. These characteristic features
are also observed in the simulations (Fig. 5); both ‘fracture’ and ‘friction’ predictions have this ‘step function’ form
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FIG. 7. Positive propagation direction: development of fast subsonic rupture structures with increasing propagation velocity
c. Normalized experimental (solid curves) ∆σ˜yy stress components are compared to bimaterial fracture-like solutions obtained
by LEFM (dashed curves), for both stiff (left column within each subplot) and soft (right column within each subplot). Notice
that the normalization of ∆σ˜ij results from that of the strain field ∆ε˜ij as explained in Fig. 6. Various high subshear velocities
c/cs1 = 0.7, 0.91 and 0.98 are presented in each row. ∆σ˜
(2)
yy signals are in good agreement with the analytical calculations.
For ∆σ˜
(1)
yy the analytical prediction significantly deviates from the measurements at even the lower velocities. The solution
completely fails to match the measurements at the higher velocities. Note that cT ≈ 0.955cs1.
for c < cT , whereas above cT the ‘friction’ solution, in particular, starts to approximate all aspects of a slip pulse.
We can, therefore, use these characteristic features as a way to identify the transition from a crack-like rupture to
‘something else’, for example a rupture mode developing into a slip pulse in the positive direction. In each of our
numerous experiments, we define a ‘transition velocity’ as the velocity for which both an increase of A(x, t) ahead
of the rupture tip and a dip in A(x, t) behind it first occur. In Fig. 8(a) we present a histogram of the transition
velocities of all of the measured events in the positive direction. The histogram is sharply peaked with a mean value,
c ≈ 858 m · s−1, nearly exactly the theoretically predicted value of cT = 867 m · s−1.
Let us now consider propagating ruptures in the negative direction. Here, there is no transition to a slip pulse,
as slip pulses do not exist in the negative direction. We can still, however, perform the same type of analysis, now
asking what is the highest subsonic propagation velocity in the negative direction for which the A(x, t) possess the
approximate step-function form that characterizes a crack-like rupture. These data are presented in Fig. 8(b). Again,
we observe a different type of ‘transition’ at a velocity that is nearly identical to cT . In this case, we find that, beyond
cT , no ruptures exist at all. There is a pronounced gap between the highest observed rupture velocity in the negative
direction - occurring at the theoretically predicted value of cT and the shear velocity, cs1.
As subsonic negatively propagating ruptures in bimaterial systems are not common (as can be seen by the dearth
of events in Fig. 8(b)), one could claim that there are insufficient statistics to determine cT to high precision from
these data. We would argue, however, that at the very least, these data highly support the proposition that cT indeed
exists. Moreover, when coupled with the data from the positive direction, this analysis provides strong evidence
that bimaterial cracks indeed lose their stability at the well defined value of c = cT . Beyond this transition velocity,
bimaterial cracks either transition to slip pulses (in the positive direction) or simply disappear (in the negative one).
The instability is caused by a single physical mechanism (negativity of G2). Of course, what the unstable crack
transitions to, is entirely different and, we believe, is governed by the sign of the bimaterial coupling at the unstable
crack’s tip.
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FIG. 8. (a) Measured transition velocities of ruptures propagating in the positive direction as the maximal rupture velocity
for which A(x, t) have the step-function like profile that is characteristic of crack-like ruptures. Beyond the transition velocity,
contact area profiles (in the positive direction) exhibit increasingly non-monotonic features that are typical of slip pulses. (inset)
a typical example of the development of A(x, t) with rupture speed for the accelerating rupture shown in the right panel. Time
increased from the left to the right. Propagation velocities for each profile are noted with the profile corresponding to the
experimentally detected transition velocity in red. (b) Distribution of measured steady state rupture velocities in the negative
direction. (inset) typical examples of step-like A(x, t) profiles at different times in the experiment described in the right panel,
time increased from the right to the left. Note that in the negative direction, no transition occurs and the rupture speed
does not exceed the predicted value of cT . In both (a) and (b) the red dashed line denotes the shear wave speed of the soft
material cs1 = 908 m · s−1 and the predicted value of cT = 867 m · s−1 is denoted by an arrow. Note that x-axes in both insets
correspond to those in the right panels.
V. DISCUSSION
The numerical and experimental results unambiguously confirm that cT is, indeed, a threshold speed for bimaterial
frictional rupture in both propagation directions. We note that our theoretical prediction is based on a purely
elastodynamic observation; the energy flowing from the stiff half-space becomes negative at cT . This situation is,
obviously an un-physical phenomenon; suggesting that the dissipative region must somehow act as a conduit to
‘feed’ energy into the stiff one to maintain the singular field at the crack tip. While this calculation tells us that a
crack-like solution must become unstable, it cannot tell us what type of rupture mode replaces this unstable mode of
propagation.
The instability of this solution, additionally, tells us something much more. The singular propagation mode for
c < cT is the only dynamically propagating solution of the elastic wave equations subject to the boundary conditions
assumed in Eqs. (1)-(6); contact is preserved at the interface for all x and t and that dissipative processes are separable
as Γsep and Γslip suggest.
In the positive propagation direction, both experimental and numerical observations demonstrate that a different
type of rupture mode indeed exists along the interface beyond cT . In [15] we observed that slip pulses are excited at
velocities greater than cs1. The present study suggests that slip pulse formation may actually initiate for c > cT (see
e.g. Fig. 8(a)). The fact that, beyond cT , we ‘lose’ the singular solution that exists for c < cT suggests that either one
or all of the assumptions that we made are no longer valid. Our results suggest that the likeliest candidate is that the
assumption of scale separation breaks down. The prediction of negative G2 for cracks assumes a separation of scales
in which all of the dissipative processes related to contact separation can be encompassed within a small vicinity of
a crack’s tip (a ‘cohesive zone’). It is possible that this is exactly what is breaking down when slip pulses start to
evolve. As can be seen in Fig. 5, ‘friction’ cracks, in the vicinity of cT , start to develop the reduced σyy that is the
hallmark of slip pulses. If the size of the region of reduced σyy becomes too large, then the scale separation of the
dissipative regions may break down, as the regions of Gsep and Gslip may start to overlap. While Gsep may become
negative above cT , the total energy release rate, Gsep +Gslip (for friction) will still remain positive. If Gsep >> Gslip
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FIG. 9. The dimensionless critical speeds cT and c
lim as function of bimaterial mismatch γ = cs1/cs2 for model bimaterials
with densities ρ1 = ρ2 and cd1/cs1 = cd2/cs2 =
√
3. Also shown are the characteristic wave speeds cR1, cR2 and cGR, when it
exists. All velocities are non-dimensionalized by cs1. Recall that depending on the propagation direction, cT is both a transition
speed from fracture-like to pulse-like rupture modes (positive direction) and a limiting speed for subsonic bimaterial frictional
rupture propagation (negative direction). On the other hand, clim is the limiting speed for slip-pulse rupture modes that only
exist in the positive direction. Note that, while cT is subsonic and exists for all bimaterials, one has c
lim ≡ cGR (i.e. subsonic)
for moderate bimaterial contrast where γ ≥ 0.736, and clim > cs1 (i.e. transonic) otherwise. For the case of a soft-infinitely
stiff bimaterial (γ = 0), it can be shown that clim =
√
2cs1 while cT ≤ cs1 depends on the Poisson ratio of the soft material.
Finally, the blue arrow denotes the value of γ ≈ 0.67, which corresponds approximately to the bimaterial contrast used in the
experiments.
then the boundary conditions in Eqs. (2-6) are valid. On the other hand, if there is no scale where Gsep dominates
Gslip, then Gsep < 0 cannot, in itself, be considered to be a stability condition.
Such a process is not encoded in the LEFM framework, although both numerical and experimental results suggest
that a large reduction of contact pressure behind the rupture front indeed signals the nucleation of a slip-pulse rupture
mode. However, for such a process to occur, the bimaterial interface below the transition speed should be in a state
that allows a reduction of contact pressure. This is precisely the case for propagation in the positive direction, where
Eq. (8) shows that K(t)W (c) > 0 for c(t) ≈ cT ; the interface behind the rupture front, x < `(t), is in a state that allows
for ‘opening’ because the contact pressure is lowered. Therefore, a slip-pulse mode of propagation can be nucleated
at the critical rupture speed c(t) = cT and will continue to build up at speeds c(t) > cT . Consequently, in the
positive direction cT is a transition speed from fracture-like to pulse-like rupture modes. In addition, we would expect
a slip-pulse to rapidly accelerate so long as K(t)W (c) > 0, due to the positive feedback between increased rupture
velocity and decreased contact pressure. The condition K(t)W (c) > 0 (postive feedback mechanism) is satisfied for
rupture speeds up to cGR, when it exists, and beyond cs1 otherwise. As a result, when the generalized Rayleigh wave
speed exists, one expects slip-pulses to accelerate up to an asymptotic speed clim ≡ cGR whereas, if cGR does not
exist, the slip-pulse propagation regime could exceed cs1. For the latter case, it was shown that slip-pulse propagation
is, indeed, limited by a well-defined asymptotic transonic speed clim > cs1 [15] that corresponds to the point where
the normal stress reduction behind the rupture front ceases to be positive.
In the negative propagation direction, the situation is apparently much simpler. In this case, experiments suggest
that there are no other solutions beyond cT , except for supershear modes [10, 16]. The only scenario that can
take place in the negative direction is, therefore, that subshear cracks are either limited by cT or, if energetically
possible, supershear solutions are nucleated. The mechanism for this behavior is seen as follows. Assume a dynamical
bimaterial frictional rupture front accelerating in the negative direction at a time-dependent speed c(t). For rupture
speeds up to c(t) = cT , the bimaterial response is similar to that of the positive direction and is well described by the
elastodynamic framework. However, the situation changes for possible rupture speeds c(t) > cT . Equation (8) shows
that K(t)W (c) < 0 for c(t) ≈ cT ; the interface behind the rupture front, x < `(t), is then in a state that inhibits
slip-pulse nucleation because the contact pressure (hence the effective fracture energy) is enhanced. Therefore, the
impossibility of changing to a qualitatively different type of rupture mode prevents frictional ruptures from exceeding
the threshold rupture speed cT . These arguments demonstrate why slip pulses are never observed in the negative
direction [10, 16], the only other possible bimaterial rupture modes are supershear [16]. Consequently, in the negative
direction cT is a limiting speed for subsonic bimaterial frictional rupture propagation.
Concluding our discussion, we describe in Fig. 9 the general behavior of the transition speed cT and the asymptotic
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speed clim for model bimaterials described by a single mismatch parameter γ = cs1/cs2 (in our experiments γ ≈ 0.67).
This phase diagram demonstrates how the transition and limiting velocities are related as γ varies. In particular it is
seen that the limiting velocity continuously varies from cGR to transonic speeds, the two behaviors merging precisely
at the point when cGR ceases to exist. The phase diagram further predicts that, for any γ, a band of slip pulses is
possible for (positive) propagation velocities in the region bounded by cT and c
lim.
VI. CONCLUSION
Friction along bimaterial interfaces is, perhaps, the most general mode of frictional (and tectonic) behavior. It
is, however, probably the least studied. The present study and the two previous ones [15, 16] allow us to draw a
clear picture of bimaterial frictional rupture. The agreement between experiments, numerics and theory extends
the fracture approach to this problem, that has been extremely successful in describing frictional ruptures within
homogeneous interfaces. This study, together with [15, 16], provides the nearly complete description of bimaterial
rupture that is summarized below:
• Subsonic rupture, positive direction. Crack-like propagation is stable up to cT . As beyond cT cracks can not exist,
the ruptures will transition to slip-pulses.
• Slip pulses occur only in the positive direction for c > cT . They have a subsonic limiting speed that merges with
the generalized Rayleigh wave speed cGR, for moderate bimaterial contrast and is transonic otherwise.
• Subsonic rupture, negative direction. No other subsonic propagating modes exist, so cT is a limiting speed.
• Supershear rupture in the positive direction are experimentally observed. They are rare, as they necessitate a large
quantity of stored elastic energy prior to rupture nucleation. These ruptures are not a ‘pure’ rupture mode but are
composed of trains of slip pulses. This experimental observation is not described by theory, however the theory does
predict that a pure supershear rupture mode can not exist in the positive direction. We believe that these trains of
slip pulses may be related to the nonlocality of the dissipation mechanism.
• Supershear ruptures in the negative direction constitute the most common rupture mode in the negative direction.
These are possible in a finite range of supersonic speeds, whose existence is predicted by fracture theory [16]. The
allowed supershear speeds, for the materials considered in Fig. 9, were provided in [16].
• The different critical speeds are predicted by fracture theory. cT exists for any bimaterial mismatch and satisfies
cR1 < cT < cs1. c
lim merges with cGR for low material contrast and is transonic, converging to
√
2cs1, for infinite
material contrast. This limiting case may be related to Schallamach waves [63, 64]. These results are sketched in
Fig. 9 for model bimaterials that are characterized by a single material contrast parameter.
While there is still more to be done, the studies described above have set the path. From the theoretical side, we
need to understand the dissipative mechanisms; when we are allowed to separate them and when we cannot. We
believe that such a study will necessitate going beyond near-tip asymptotics and, therefore, will necessitate study of
the whole elastodynamic problem. From the numerical side, we need to be guided by available experiments; positive
vs negative directions, how to measure regions of dissipation and scale separation. More experiments are needed - as
only experiments will be able to discriminate between different friction or dissipative laws at the interface. First steps
have now been taken in experimental studies of cohesive zone properties in homogeneous interfaces [65]. Extending
such studies to bimaterial interfaces could provide critical insights for these questions. On the experimental side, we
also need data for more bimaterial contrasts, especially for the case when cGR exists in order to validate, for example,
the predictions of Fig. 9.
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Appendix A: The asymptotic elastic fields
In the framework of the problem defined by Eqs. (1–6), the asymptotic stress field in the vicinity of the rupture
front exhibits a universal square root singularity that is independent of rupture dynamics, bimaterial geometry and/or
applied remote loading. This fundamental result has been found and verified using different methods [15, 48, 66].
Among these, the so-called Williams expansion method is the most straightforward [15] one. In the upper half-plane
corresponding to the soft material (y > 0), the square root terms of the different elastic field components are explicitly
given by [15]
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where ζa1 = x−`(t)+ ia1y and ζb1 = x−`(t)+ ib1y are complex coordinates. Here, = (resp. <) denotes the imaginary
(resp. real) part and α is a real velocity-dependent constant that is given by:
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The functions an, bn and Dn are defined in Eq.(10), within the main text. Equivalently, in the lower half plane
corresponding to the stiff material (y < 0), one has
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where ζa2 = x − `(t) + ia2y and ζb2 = x − `(t) + ib2y are the corresponding complex coordinates. The real velocity
dependant constants β and γ are given by
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They satisfy the identities
(1 + b21) + 2b1α = −(1 + b22)β − 2b2γ , (A14)
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µ2(a1 + α) = µ1(a2β + γ) . (A16)
Notice that the parameters α(c), β(c) and γ(c) are not physically relevant as such but rather specific algebraic
combinations of them. Following Weertman [27], we define the velocity dependant parameters µ∗(c) and µ(c) as
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follow
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In addition, the Weertman function introduced in Sec. II A is defined by
W (c) =
µ∗(c)
µ(c)
. (A19)
Simple algebraic manipulations using Eqs. (A6,A12,A13) allow us to write W (c) under the form given by Eq. (9).
Eqs. (7,8) can be easily retrieved from the general expressions of the elastic field components by implementing the
special case y = 0. Moreover, one can show that
σ(n)yy (x, 0) = µ
∗(c)
[
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+)− ∂xu(2)x (x, 0−)
]
. (A20)
Specifically, the parameter µ∗(c) and consequently the Weertman function W (c) highlight induced bimaterial coupling
between normal loading and slip along the frictional interface.
It is noteworthy that the asymptotic stress and strain fields involve the motion of rupture front only through the
instantaneous crack tip speed c(t) = ˙`(t). Moreover, all information about the loading conditions and bimaterial
geometric scales are embedded in the dynamic stress intensity factor K(t). An immediate consequence is that the
near-tip fields for nonuniform motion are identical to those describing steady state rupture propagation. In particular,
the square root singular behavior of the asymptotic fields exhibit universal angular variations, in the sense that they
depend only on the instantaneous rupture tip speed and bimaterial elastic parameters.
Finally, the real nature of the singularity is closely related to the imposed debonding behavior [15]. For a rupture
propagating along a bimaterial interface, the condition for which the corresponding asymptotic stress field exhibits
a complex or a real singularity can be rationalized as follows. If interfacial contact immediately behind the rupture
front is lost, the stress field’s asymptotic behavior obeys σ ∼ <[K/rλ], where λ is a complex exponent and K is a
complex stress intensity-like factor [43, 47]. If, however, contact between the two dissimilar bodies is preserved, the
stress field singularity in the vicinity of the rupture tip becomes σ ∼ K/rq, where 0 ≤ q ≤ 1/2 is a positive real
exponent and K is a real stress intensity-like factor. The real nature of the exponent is independent of the particular
choice of the friction law, but its value depends on it [66]. Moreover, these features are independent of the rupture
front speed. They hold for all modes of rupture front propagation; these include quasistatic, subsonic, transonic and
supershear dynamics [15, 16, 48, 67].
Appendix B: The energy release rates
For a crack propagating in a homogenous material, it is known that the energy release rate is path independent
so long as the contour of integration remains in the near tip region, where the singular terms of the elastic fields are
dominant [21, 51, 52]. It is straightforward to generalize this result to our current problem for both Gn. Without any
loss of generality, this property enables us to choose convenient contours over which the integration can be performed
straightforwardly. Following [21], we will use for Cn rectangular contours whose size 2ηx × ηy is shrunk onto the
rupture tip (see Fig. 2). This is a convenient choice, as the computation of the energy release rate contributions
of both soft and stiff materials involves only integrals along segments parallel to the x-axis. Equation (14) is then
simplified into [21]
G1 = − lim
ηx→0
{
lim
ηy→0
∫ ηx+`(t)
−ηx+`(t)
σ
(1)
iy (x, ηy)
∂u
(1)
i (x, ηy)
∂x
dx
}
, (B1)
G2 = lim
ηx→0
{
lim
ηy→0
∫ ηx+`(t)
−ηx+`(t)
σ
(2)
iy (x,−ηy)
∂u
(2)
i (x,−ηy)
∂x
dx
}
, (B2)
22
where we have used ∂u
(n)
i /∂t = −c∂u(n)i /∂x, which is always satisfied near the rupture front. Using the expressions
of the asymptotic stress and strain fields given in Appendix A, one can show that
σ
(1)
iy (x, ηy)∂xu
(1)
i (x, ηy) =
(1− b21)K2(t)
4piµ1 (2a1 + (1 + b21)α)
2
[
a21ηy
(x− `(t))2 + a21η2y
− b
2
1α
2ηy
(x− `(t))2 + b21η2y
]
, (B3)
σ
(2)
iy (x,−ηy)∂xu(2)i (x,−ηy) =
−(1− b22)K2(t)
4piµ2 (2a1 + (1 + b21)α)
2
[
a22β
2ηy
(x− `(t))2 + a22η2y
− b
2
2γ
2ηy
(x− `(t))2 + b22η2y
]
. (B4)
The integrals in Eqs. (B1,B2) then yield
G1 =
(1− b21)(a1 − b1α2)
4µ1 (2a1 + (1 + b21)α)
2 K
2(t) , (B5)
G2 =
(1− b22)(a2β2 − b2γ2)
4µ2 (2a1 + (1 + b21)α)
2 K
2(t) . (B6)
Finally, using the definitions of the constants α, β and γ as given by Eqs. (A6,A12,A13), simple algebraic manipulations
allow us to write the energy release rate Gn with the form given by Eq. (15).
